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to which the United States has informed and consulted with
its Allies since the Geneva process was resumed . The Prime
Minister's personal meetings and conversations with President
Reagan provide a continuing avenue of Canadian influence on
the Administration's positions on arms control .

In December, in Brussels, I convened a special
meeting of Canadian arms control ambassadors to identify
specific areas where Canada might contribute to practical
progress . One instrument is to press within NATO for more
frequent and focussed consultation on the state of the
various arms control negotiations and their implications for
Alliance policies .

We will not, however, be talking only amongst
ourselves . This Government is committed to promoting a more
active and meaningful dialogue with the countries of the
Eastern bloc . In September the Prime Minister wrote to
General Secretary Gorbachov outlining Canadian views and
priorities with respect to arms control and disarmament .
Last month I sent a team of Canadian officials to Moscow for
consultations on arms control with the top Soviet experts,
Ambassadors Petrovsky and Karpov . Similar consultations are
planned with other East European countries this year . We are
ensuring that the key players in international security
affairs are made directly aware of Canadian views .

What else can Canada do? What special practical
contributions can we make to arms control?

This Government's activity will be focussed in
three directions : 1) encouraging compliance with existing
treaties ; 2) developing verification mechanisms and
3) building confidence between East and West .

To deviate from a policy of full compliance is to
threaten the credibility, and hence the viability of arms
control . Canada firmly supports the regime created by the
ABM treaty and the existing SALT agreements on limiting
strategic forces . Our stance towards SDI research is rooted
in the need to conform strictly with the provisions of the
ABM Treaty . We will continue to urge the parties to these
treaties to do nothing to undermine their integrity, but
rather work to reinforce their status and authority .

Effective verification provisions can help ensure
compliance with arms control treaties as well as facilitate
their negotiation . Verification is an area where Canadian
expertise and diplomacy come together . At the UN this fall,
a Canadian-initiated resolution on verification was
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